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OPEN ACCESS UNDER THE RADAR
Embedding Discussion in Undergraduate Curriculum
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Scholarly Communication:
An Introduction to Journal Editing and Publishing

MEDA 364

Figure 1.

The primary objective of this course is to prepare students to be actively
engaged - as authors, reviewers and editors - in the scholarly publication
process.

SYLLABUS
Assignments and course
readings not included

Guest: PLoS Webcast
Citation Metrics/Impact Factor

Guest: JMMT

Indexing

Writing for Publication

Introduction to Scholarly
Publishing

Peer Review

Journal Evaluations

Activity: Peer Review

Activity: Journal Site Mock-Up

WEEK 1

WEEK 2
Publishing Models:
Traditional/OA/Hybrid

Ethics in Scholarly Publishing

Activity: Copyediting Workshop

Copyright/Author Rights/CTAs

Editorial Workflow/EdiKit®

Activity: CTA Exploration

Guest: Democracy & Education
Starting a New Online Journal
Activity: Scholarly Publishing Debates

Open access is beneficial
and necessary to the
process of scholarly
communication

Open access is not
beneficial or necessary
to the process of
scholarly communication

Figure 2. Debate Positions

Authors should retain the
copyright for their articles

The current system of
peer review works well
and is necessary for
maintaining the quality
of scholarly publishing

The current system of
peer review is broken
and should be replaced
with alternate forms of
review

It is necessary for
authors to transfer
copyright ownership to
publishers

SO WHAT?
Many attempts at open access advocacy are easily avoided by uninterested students and faculty - workshops, speakers,
presentations at faculty meetings, or other one-off events. Embedding open access into relevant curriculum ensures that
students will have to engage with the issues. At Pacific University, library faculty offer a 2-credit course on scholarly journal
publishing for undergraduates. Through lectures, discussions and assignments (including in-class debates) related to
scholarly publishing, students have the opportunity to explore the economics, politics and practical considerations of open
access. Next year, the course will be a core offering in a new undergraduate minor in editing and publishing that has been
collaboratively developed by Library and English Department faculty. As it develops further, the course is also intended to
provide training for student assistants who are employed by the Library to support its repository and publishing services –
which serve to further advance discussion of open access on campus.
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